ON-LINE RULES, to be read in conjunction with the TAFCA Constitution and Rules

PREPARATION FOR PLAY
the night before the match.
The board order will permit a 50-point variation in grading on adjacent boards.
other
relevant info no later than 1pm on day of match. They will also update website with the
match card.
of
match. The team wishing to make the change must inform the opposing team captain
and the league controller on the night. Failure to do so may result in a default.
any
matters pertaining to the match on that night to resolve any issues.
ains are responsible for making sure all their players are online and ready to play
by 7:30pm.

when emailing results to league controller.
player with white side is the one responsible for initiating the challenge to his
opponent. (see guide to playing matches on Lichess)

RULES GOVERNING PLAY
CLOCKS

-control and correct time for match
on lichess when making the challenge (see Guide to playing matches on Lichess!)
TIME-CONTROLS
-control and is noticed within 5 moves, or 5 minutes,
whichever comes first, the match should be aborted (or agree a draw if not possible to abort)
and the match re-started with the right time control. If error not noticed until later, the timewrong colours and is noticed within 5 moves, or 5 minutes, whichever comes first, the match
should be aborted (or agree a draw if not possible to abort) and the match re-started with the
right colours set. If error not noticed until later, the colours will stand and the match will
continue as normal.
TAKE BACK REQUESTS
when involving a mistake (mouse slip etc.).
SUBMISSION OF RESULTS

as soon as the match is completed.

team captains within 5 days following the match to league controller.

the
league controller within the appointed time, the home team shall be penalised the sum of
£2.00. Failure to pay the penalty within two weeks of the treasurer’s request for payment
will result in the deduction of 2 game Points for each offence.

ONLINE FAIR PLAY REGULATIONS (Anti-Cheating checking)
It is illegal to use computer software of any kind, books, or help from another player or
source, or indeed any outside help of any kind during a TAFCA league match Any player
deemed to have transgressed will be brought before the TAFCA committee with the
possibility of a ban being imposed..

a) To keep the Integrity of the tournament, we do not allow players to continue to
participate in the tournament if their lichess account is flagged as 'This account violated
the Lichess Terms of Service. (TAFCA have no control over lichess)
b) TAFCA will screen all matches played as part of it’s anti-Cheating policy.
c) All games played in TAFCA will also be sent to Chess Scotland for screening through
their anti-Cheating software'. It will check if any player receives an exceptionally high ROI
reading from Professor Ken Regan's FIDE Screening Tool.
d) A report to the Scottish Anti-Cheating Committee will be sent if any exceptionally
high ROI readings from Professor Ken Regan's FIDE Screening Tool are identified.
They will determine if further action is required.
e) Real names and Lichess handles will be displayed in the entries list and any
external software we use.
not
seeking loop holes in the rules or cheating.
spirit of fairness, integrity, sportsmanship
and respect for the game and your opponents at all times. Implacable standards of
behaviour and honesty must be upheld by all players taking part in TAFCA events.
Failure to uphold such standards will be regarded as bringing the game and TAFCA into
disrepute. Anybody transgressing will brought before the committee for further action.

GRADES & GRADING
-21 winter league will be the Chess Scotland published
normal grades for season 2020-21.
-control of 15 minutes or more will go for allegro
grading, even an event held at normal long play controls would only go for allegro
grading. The main list will not be used for any online data.

DATA PROTECTION

any data supplied/given by a team(s)/player(s) for the purpose of the league. This
includes publishing player’s names and usernames on any TAFCA platform, including
our website. Failure to except this condition will mean you are excluded from all TAFCA
organised events/competitions.

